Korea Institute Undergraduate Summer Language Study Grants at Ewha
Ewha Womans University is one of Korea’s foremost universities and one of the largest women’s universities in the world. For more information on the co-ed Ewha International Summer College, please visit: http://summer.ewha.ac.kr The Korea Institute will award a few undergraduate summer language study grants for Harvard undergraduates in any concentration to attend the co-ed Ewha International Summer College-June 20-July 18, 2017 to learn Korean language. You may opt to focus only on Korean language or learn Korean language and take content courses. These full tuition waivers will cover the Ewha application fee, as well as, the tuition fee for Ewha International Summer College-June 20-July 18, 2017. The Korea Institute will provide round trip airfare (economy class, non-refundable, up to $1800). Students are still responsible for housing (dorm) costs, meals and general living expenses. *Apply directly to the Korea Institute, not via the Ewha Summer College on-line application form.*

Online Application deadline: Monday, February 6, 2017. The Korea Institute Undergraduate Summer Language Study Grants at Ewha application will be available on CARAT https://apps2.registrar.fas.harvard.edu/carat/, Harvard’s online, web-based centralized application tool, listed under Korea Institute Undergraduate Summer Language Study Grants at Ewha. Questions contact: Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu> [Ewha may also offer a 50% tuition discount for students who participate in both the Ewha International Summer College-June 20-July 18, 2017 and the Summer Special Program-Aug 8-22, 2017, as a set.]

Korea Institute Undergraduate Scholarships to Seoul National University- International Summer Institute (SNU-ISI)
In partnership with SNU-ISI, the Korea Institute will award scholarships (full tuition waivers, dorm and airfare) for two Harvard undergraduates in any concentration to attend the SNU-ISI Summer Session 2017. These scholarships will cover tuition and dormitory fees, which will be waived by SNU to the students selected under this program. The Korea Institute will provide round trip airfare (economy class, non-refundable, up to $1800). Students are still responsible for meals and general living expenses. For more information on the SNU-International Summer Institute (ISI), please see: http://isi.snu.ac.kr/isi/main/main.jsp Use the online CARAT system to apply to the Korea Institute via: https://apps2.registrar.fas.harvard.edu/carat/ listed under Korea Institute Undergraduate Scholarship to SNU-ISI. Online Application deadline: Monday, February 6, 2017. Questions contact: Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>

Korea Institute Summer Research Travel Grants for Undergraduates
Korea Institute Undergraduate Summer Travel Grants are awarded to Harvard undergraduates in the humanities or social sciences to use in Korea for research and/or field work relating to a senior honors thesis in an area of Korean studies. Typically, the amount of the award is limited to the cost of travel in the research project. Undergraduate applicants must have at least two years of Korean language training or equivalent proficiency in the language. Use the online CARAT system to apply to the Korea Institute via: https://apps2.registrar.fas.harvard.edu/carat/ listed under Korea Institute-Summer Research Travel Grants. Online Application deadline: Monday, February 6, 2017. For questions, contact: Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>
Asia Center Undergraduate Summer Research Grants (For Multiple Country/Comparative Projects)
The Harvard University Asia Center offers grants to support undergraduate research during the summer on projects/topics that look at the countries of East, South, and Southeast Asia comparatively or explore the relations among Asian countries. Individual country topics may only be considered if they are part of broader, multi-country research. This connection must be made explicit in the application. These grants are intended to fully fund the proposed project, subject to review of the budget. Please note that these grants will not cover equipment purchases. Recipients are required to submit upon their return, a brief report on their work over the summer. Grant recipients become Student Associates of the Asia Center and may be asked to present their work and/or contribute to the Asia Center’s website and/or publications. Applicants should submit their application online via the CARAT system under the Asia Center listings at: https://apps2.registrar.fas.harvard.edu/carat/ by **Monday, February 6, 2017.**
For questions contact Jorge Espada, <jorge_espada@harvard.edu>, Asia Center, RmS111

Student Organization Grants
The Asia-related centers at Harvard University offers grants to undergraduates and graduate student organizations for projects involving individual countries or spanning multiple countries in Asia. These grants are offered on a ongoing basis; however organizations are encouraged to apply as early as possible as funds are limited. Applications are posted on the KI and Asia Center websites. For questions contact Jorge Espada, <jorge_espada@harvard.edu>, Asia Center, Rm S111
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Korea Institute Summer Research Travel Grants (Graduate)
The Korea Institute offers a limited number of travel grants for summer research and/or fieldwork in Korea for graduate students. Proposals from graduate students must relate to their doctoral or masters theses. Typically, the amount of the award is limited to the cost of travel in the research project; additional support for the cost of materials and other ancillary expenses also may be sought, but only in exceptional situations does the amount of the summer research award exceed the actual cost of travel. In the case of graduate students, priority is given to doctoral candidates. Masters degree candidates are welcome to apply (RSEA Program included). Graduate degree candidates in all social sciences or humanities fields are eligible. Graduate students must have at least three years of Korean language training or equivalent proficiency. For directions and the application process, please see http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-institute-lg-yonam-foundation-graduate-summer-research-travel-grants-graduate

Online Application deadline: Fri. February 10, 2017
For questions, contact Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>

Korea Institute Summer Language Study Grants for Graduate Students (Graduate)
The Korea Institute will offer a limited number of summer language study grants to A.M. students and Harvard doctoral candidates in the humanities or social sciences. Intended study must be directly related to a thesis/PhD dissertation in Korean studies, which cannot be conveniently pursued during the academic year. Study should take place at accredited programs outside of the United States, but exceptions may be made when this is not possible. Priority will be given to advanced study in a primary language, to the study of a secondary language that is necessary for the completion of the degree, or to the study of a secondary language that is necessary for advanced research. Students are encouraged to budget realistically and, when appropriate, to seek support from other sources, which may be combined with GSLG funds. Students applying to a Harvard Summer School language program should first explore submitting an application for a tuition waiver from GSAS. Students should consult their academic departments for application procedures and deadlines. For directions and the application process, please see http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-institute-graduate-summer-language-study-grants-graduate

Online Application deadline: Fri. February 10, 2017
For questions, contact Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>

The International Communications Foundation (ICF) Graduate Student Fellowships in Korean Literature at the Korea Institute for AY17-18, Harvard University
The Korea Institute at Harvard University provides a fellowship to support a Harvard graduate student whose research focuses on translations of Korean literature. The main purpose of this initiative is to provide funding to students who are no longer eligible to receive funding from GSAS financial aid, to free the students from teaching during the fellowship period in order to focus on their work, and to foster the growth of young scholars working on Korean literature and translation. Funding is provided by the International Communications Foundation (ICF) of Seoul, Korea; the fellowship program is housed and administered by the Korea Institute at Harvard University. Proposals from Harvard doctoral students entering their third, fourth, fifth or sixth year of study are welcome to apply. Priority will be given to students most strongly committed to Korean literature translation projects, and who have some prior experience in translating Korean literature. Email one complete PDF application to Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu> Email Application deadline: Fri. Feb 10, 2017
For more info and the application process please see http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-institute-international-communication-foundation-icf-graduate-student-fellowship

Korea Institute Supplementary Research Dissertation Grant--For Academic Year 2017-18
The Korea Institute will provide support to one Harvard doctoral candidate (beyond G4, not in finishing year) who are in the dissertation research stage in any field of Korean studies in the humanities or social sciences, when other sources of funding are insufficient. Students must do their primary research in Korean. One RESEARCH grant (to match the GSAS stipend) will be available for the academic year 2017-18. A student may receive this grant only once. Priority is given to students whose work clearly focuses on Korea. Students applying to the Korea Institute for support are required to apply elsewhere as well. For directions and the application process, please see http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-institute-supplementary-research-dissertation-grant

Online Application deadline: Fri. February 10, 2017
For questions, contact Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>
Korea Foundation Post-Doctoral Fellowships for 2017-2018 (with affiliation at the Korea Institute, Harvard)

Fellowships for postdoctoral study at the Korea Institute are funded by the Korea Foundation's Postdoctoral Fellowship Program in Seoul. Scholars who are not ROK citizens, who have received their Ph.D. degree in a subject related to Korea within five years of their application but do not currently hold a regular faculty position, are eligible to apply. Please note: Per Korea Foundation Fellowship policy, fellowship recipients may not conduct research at the university from which he or she obtained his or her PhD degree. Thus, Harvard PhD applicants are ineligible to apply for Korea Foundation with affiliation at Harvard. Applicants must have received their Ph.D. degree prior to the start of their fellowship research. Research fields supported by this program are in the humanities and social sciences. The post-doctoral stipend for a 12-month period in accordance with the academic year of the affiliated institution is determined on the basis of country, region and institution where the Fellow will conduct his/her research. This fellowship cannot be combined with other sources of support, including other fellowships and grants. For the KI KF affiliation application process, please http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-foundation-postdoctoral-fellowships-2. The KI KF deadline is January 5, 2017. Email one complete PDF application to: Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu> A separate online Korea Foundation application must also be submitted via the Korea Foundation online application portal by their submission deadline. For more information, please visit the Korea Foundation online at: http://www.kf.or.kr/.

Soon Young Kim Post-Doctoral Fellowship in Korean Studies at the Korea Institute, Harvard University for 2017-2018 The Korea Institute at Harvard University is accepting applications for a postdoctoral fellowship in Korean Studies for the 2017-18 academic year. This Fellowship is open to all fields of study and time period. However, preference may be given to scholars working on Korean historical topics related to the following areas: business, science and technology, military, and the environment. The fellow is expected to participate actively in related activities of Harvard and the Korean Studies community, and to teach one or two undergraduate courses in the appropriate academic department. We particularly welcome course proposals on original topics with innovative teaching approaches. The fellowship will cover up to a 12-month period between August 1, 2017 and July 31, 2018. The postdoctoral fellow will be provided an office and access to libraries and resources of Harvard University, and will be invited to participate in the academic life of the Korea Institute and appropriate academic department/s. The fellow will be expected to reside in the Cambridge/Boston area during the appointment and to work on revising his or her dissertation for publication. The fellow will also be expected to teach or collaborate on one or two one-semester classes for undergraduates give a public presentation at the Korea Colloquium or Kim Koo Forum seminar series. Applicants must have received their Ph.D. degree within five years of the postdoctoral appointment year. The applicant who is offered a fellowship must have fully completed all requirements for the Ph.D. degree by July 1, 2017. Email one complete PDF application to: Catherine Glover, <cglover@fas.harvard.edu>

Applications must be received via email by January 5, 2017. Full application details and process may be found on the KI website: http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/soon-young-kim-postdoctoral-fellowships

Asia Center Graduate Summer Research Grants (For Multiple Country/Comparative Projects)
The Harvard University Asia Center offers grants to support graduate research during the summer on projects/topics that look at the countries of East, South, and Southeast Asia comparatively or explore the relations among Asian countries. Individual country topics may only be considered if they are part of broader, multi-country research. This connection must be made explicit in the application. The competition is open to graduate students from all schools at Harvard at all stages of their academic careers. These grants are intended to fully fund the proposed project, subject to review of the budget. Please note that these grants will not cover equipment purchases. Recipients are required to submit upon their return, a brief report on their work over the summer. Grant recipients become Student Associates of the Asia Center and may be asked to present their work and/or contribute to the Asia Center's website and/or publications. Applicants should apply online via CARAT by Friday, February 10, 2017. Please see: http://asiacenter.harvard.edu/grants/students

For questions contact Jorge Espada <jorge_espada@harvard.edu>, Asia Center, Rm S111

Korea Institute Graduate Conference Attendance Grants AY16-17

The Korea Institute will provide small grants (up to $800) for Harvard graduate students in any field of Korean studies in the humanities or social sciences to help defray cost of travel, registration fees and other expenses incurred during attendance at scholarly conferences where they present papers or serve as panel discussants for the Academic Year 2016-2017. Application must be made at least ONE MONTH in advance of the conference. *You may apply for only one KI Conference Attendance Grant per Academic Year* Please see the KI website for the email application process: http://korea.fas.harvard.edu/korea-institute-graduate-conference-attendance-grants-ay16-17-graduate

Student Organization Grants

The Asia-related centers at Harvard University offers grants to undergraduates and graduate student organizations for projects involving individual countries or spanning multiple countries in Asia. These grants are offered on an ongoing basis; however organizations are encouraged to apply as early as possible as funds are limited. Applications are posted on the KI and Asia Center websites. For questions contact Jorge Espada, <jorge_espada@harvard.edu>, Asia Center, Rm S111